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Introduction
In real-world applications, many data are split into batches, and each batch may have its feature space and distribution. For instance, in speech recognition and handwriting identification, the batches are different people. In the area of oil spill detection [1] the batches are the radar images collected from different satellite stations. In the area like train wheel failure predictions [2] , the batches are the particular circumstance from different trains. We believe that it is necessary and important to respect batched structure and its characteristics when learning and evaluating algorithms for batched data in real-world applications. Unfortunately, most existing machine learning or data mining techniques/algorithms assume that the data used in training and in the testing has the same feature space and the same distribution. Such an assumption in many real-world applications hardly holds. Recently, many efforts have been put to transfer learning [7] . Basically, transfer learning resolves the issue that training date and future deployment environment (or so-called testing data) may have different distributions or feature space. Transfer learning does not deal with issues in batched data directly. In this work, we attempt to address this issue and investigate an effective method for batch learning by respecting batched data structure and its characteristics represented by features instead of attributes. We are motivated by Kubat et al.'s work on oil spills detection using radar imaged collected from satellite stations. We proposed a model fusion-based method for batch learning and applied it to oil spills detection. In this short paper, we report the ongoing progress along with preliminary results and mainly discus the future directions on batch learning.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a problem formulation on batch learning by reviewing related work such as transfer learning; Section 3 introduces the proposed method; Section 4 outlines the experiments conducted in oil spill detection along with some preliminary results; Section 5 discusses the limitation and provides the future direction; the final section concludes the paper.
Batch Learning and Related Work
Over the past decades, many researchers have paid attention to transfer learning [7] which is closely related to batch learning. Transfer learning also has different names in machine learning community, including learning to learning, meta-learning, multitask learning [8] , and context-sensitive learning [9], robust learning etc. All of these work tried to address the learning problems from one domain to another domain. In other words, these techniques learn a model in a source domain and apply it to a target domain which may have different feature space or distinct distribution. The ultimate goal is to maximize generalization ability of the learn models. In term of the definition given in [7] , transfer learning is defined as follows. However, batch learning is different from transfer learning. Batch learning is defined as follows. Given that a domain is decomposed into multiple sub-domains expressed with batched data, batched learning is to find the best learning algorithm for domain problem. If we note the batched data as D 1 , D 2 , D i … D n (n is the batch number) and each batch data has its own feature space(note as F i ) and probability distribution (fd i ), batch learning aims to find the best learning algorithm (noted as
In batch learning, the learning task is always the same. For example, in oil spills detection, the learning task is always to classify the images into positives or negatives. To respect the batched data structure in developing learning algorithms or techniques, most research work published focused on feature transformation or weighted features in learning process and to build a global classifier to resolve the batched problem. For example, Vural et al. [6] developed a batch classifier with different algorithms: probabilistic analysis and mathematical programming, and applied the developed batch classifier to medical domain: to classify the medical images such as CT scan and MRI image. Similarly, some other research also focused on developing a global model for batch learning [4, 5] . In this work we propose a model fusion-based method by respecting the nature of batched data and developing model for each individual batch. In the following section, we detail the model fusion-based method for batch learning.
Model Fusion-based Framework
We assume that the features extracted from each batch may be different or distribution may be different even through the attribute space in each batch may be identical. We also assume that the batched data covers sufficient samples for the problem space given a domain. Building on techniques from ensemble classifier or model fusion, we developed a model fusion-based method for batch learning. The idea is to build a model (noted as i m ) or classifier for each batch by using the extracted features and then build a batch identifier (noted as b m ) for batch identification using all dataset. The developed method is described in Table 1 using the notation defined above. The method consists of three main steps: feature extraction(
, batch model building (BuildModel()), and batch identifier building (BuildBatchIdentifier()). First step is to extract the features which represent the batch characteristics for each batch data. We developed the automated approach that could help further improve the data representation in a batch by creating new powerful features that combine the initial ones. For each batch the created new features may be different, which make it possible to respect the batched data structure in batch learning. To do so, many learning algorithms are available including Instance-Based learning (IBk), TFIDF classifier, Naïve Bayes, Support Vector Machine (SVM), Decision Trees, and Neural Networks. In this work, we tend to prefer simple algorithms such as Decision Trees and Naïve Bayes over more complex ones because they are quick and produce models that we can easily explain for each batch. For the built models we evaluate their performance with traditional matrix such as accuracy and select the best one for each batch.
Third step is to build a high-performance classifier as batch identifier. This is N-class classifier. We first label all data in the batched dataset. In other words, we label the data in batch D i as the class 'i' , and we will have N-class dataset finally. Using this dataset, we can build a N-class classifier as the batch identifier. We just need to repeat the model building process in the second step and find one best classifier for given batched data.
After developing the model for each batch and building a batch identifier, we can build a model fusion-based classification system for real-world applications. The Figure 1 shows such a classification system for batched applications. Given an observation ( X  ), it will be identified first as which batch it belongs to. Then corresponding batch model will be selected to classify the given observation and final result will be generated from the batched classification systems.
Experiments and Results
In this section, we demonstrate how the developed batch learning technique works by applying it to oil spills detection. We start from the brief description of the oil spills detection application, then present the experiment conducted along with some preliminary results.
The Application Domain
Oil spill is an important environment problem. It is interesting the majority of oil spills is caused by ships which depose of oil residues in their tanks during navigation [1] . Radar images collected from satellites stations provide a vital resource to detect oil spills. Such a radar image contains 8,000X8,000 pixels with each pixel representing a square of 30X30m. Oil slicks will appear dark in the image and its size and shape change in time depending on weather and sea conditions. In terms of the nature of image data, such image data is batched. Those images can be used to detect oil spill. Kubat et al. [1] applied machine learning techniques to detect oil spills, pushing oil spills detection toward advanced step from manual detection. In the early satellite image service such as the Tromso Satellite Station (TSS) service in Norway, the oil spills are distinguished by well-trained human expert who can distinct the images between non-spills and spills. Kubat et al. built one global model (classifier) for nine batched data. Even though the developed classifier could help to detect oil spills with much better accuracy than human does, Kubat et al still pointed out the new methods for batch learning are demanded. In this work, we applied our proposed batch learning technique to build a model fusion-based classification system for oil spill detection.
Experiments and Results
We have obtained the dataset for oil spill detection. This dataset consists of 9 batches. The Table 2 shows the composition of each batch: the number of positive and negative instances for each batch. Each batch data contains 54 attributes covering three groups: target measurements, relative measurements, and non-imagery information. We first extracted the correlated features from each batch for building models for individual batch. In this work, we employed decision tree (J48) and Naïve Bayes as the learning algorithms for developing model for each batch.
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the model fusion-based approach for batch learning, we conducted two different experiments: developing model fusion-based classification systems and building one global model for all batches. To compare the performance of two different systems, we performed evaluation using cross valuation method. Because of small size of the data, we only used 5 folds cross validation. Table 2 shows the results. We calculated the accuracy for each batch and a total for all batches. From the Table2, it is obvious that model fusion-based approach outperforms one global model approach for both selected learning algorithms.
Discussions and Future Work
The results from oil spills detection demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed model fusion-based method for batch learning. By respecting the batched data structure in the real-world application, batch learning is a useful technique for batched data. Even though we emphases the importance of batch learning though oil spills detection application, the issues facing us still is a generic one in machine learning. This paper just reported some progress. Many tasks are on-going and will continuously be our future work as well. These issues are as follows.
(1) When the number of batches becomes large the proposed method will be more difficult to deal with the batched issue. In the proposed method, the performance of batch learning systems depends largely on the performance of a batch identifier. The larger the number of batches, the bigger the number of classes for N-class classifier. This will increase the difficulty to build a high-performance classifier. In oil spill detection, we developed a 9-class classifier to identify an observation into one of nine batches. The results shown in Table 2 rely on the 98% accuracy of 9-class batch identifier in this application. However, it is not easy to build such a high-performance classifier with the increasing of the number of batches. To address this issue, we can combine the transfer learning technique and model fusion-based method. We can reduce the batch numbers by combining or grouping the number of batches into a new batch with the help of transfer learning technique. In other words, after examining the feature space and their distribution of the batches, we can transform the feature space or distribution to get a unified feature space or identical distribution for some batches, such that the number of batches will be reduced. (2) In this work, we developed the model for each batch using the same learning algorithm either J48 or Naïve Bayes. In fact, we can evaluate different learning algorithms for each individual batch to find out the best matching model. This will be the next experiments to look at the model diversity issue. To this end, we need to use more sophisticated model evaluation method such as ROC curve and cost-based curve and integrate the batched feature into evaluation as well.
(3) When we investigated batch leaning techniques for batched data, we assume that the number of batches (the number of sub-problems) is known from real-world applications. For example, the oil spills detection contains nine batches. This assumption may hardly hold because new batch may appear anytime. In such a case, the proposed method has difficult to deal with new batch. We have to rebuild model for new batch and rebuild batch identifier as well. To address this issue, robust learning technique is demanded. Therefore, we are looking into the method for integrating robust leaning with batch learning.
Conclusions
In this paper, we emphasized that it is necessary to deal with batched data by respecting the batched data structure. Building the techniques of classifier ensemble and machine learning, we developed a model fusion-based method for batch learning. We also applied the proposed method to a real-world application: to detect oil spills using the batched radar images data. The preliminary results demonstrated the feasibility and usefulness of the proposed method for batch learning. As we mentioned, we only reported some progress for our on-going research on batch learning. We also discussed several critical issues in dealing with batch learning and these issues will be our future work.
